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INDUSTRY MAGAZINE

WHAT IF THE
WORLD’S LARGEST
PAPER COMPANY
WAS MORE INTERESTED

IN MAKING
CONNECTIONS?

D O MTA R B L U E L I N E &
PA P E R M AT T E R S M A G A Z I N E S

Tattoo Projects relationship with Domtar Paper had several chapters
ranging from elevating their print paper division with a brand and
website to social media and magazine publication.

EDITORIAL FEATURE

PRINTSTRUTS ITS STUFF
With Print Media Centr’s
Domtar’s Ashley
Maydak and Tonya
Powers of Canon
Solutions America present
to a full house at Zooka
Creative in
San Jose, CA.

Deborah Corn collaborated with Miralupa CEO Robert
Young to create Bob the Peacock, an entertaining and
informative augmented reality experience.

The Project Peacock team poses with
Stan Adler of Stan Adler Associates
during their New York City tour.

The quarterly magazine is designed to show off the
possibilities of paper, demonstrate its importance in this
digital world, and get printers and creatives on the same
page literally and figuratively. Tattoo Projects wrote,
designed, and coordinated the printing process for one of
the premiere publications for design capabilities. Take a
moment to appreciate the magnitude of that feat. It’s like
playing violin for Yo Yo Ma or painting for Michaelangelo.
When you are creating for the best in the industry, every
page must be a masterpiece. As our relationship with
Domtar blossomed, we renamed the BlueLine magazine to
Paper Matters, a name that more specifically speaks to the
industry challenges and creative opportunities that paper
makes possible.

Presenting to a captivated
audience at FCB Chicago.
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it our mission to show them.
Where they execute, how they
execute, who they work with
What happens when a seasoned
print professional teams up with
a global award-winning paper
company and a mega-brand
printing equipment manufacturer
to inspire industry professionals?
A bold new view of the world of
print, thanks to Deborah Corn
from Print Media Centr. With
the sole purpose of educating
and enlightening print buying
professionals on the myriad of
opportunities available through
digital printing, Project Peacock
is truly unique—and it energizes
the industry like never before.
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Print Struts Its Stuff

and what paper they use is
completely up to them,” she
noted. “We just want to be
inspiring. At Print Media Centr,
we call it ‘printspiration’.”
Project Peacock earned its name
because the initiative is about
“strutting print’s stuff,” says
Corn. And that’s exactly what

“Project Peacock was a
real eye-opener. The highly
educational “show and tell” taught our
design and sales teams about new printing
equipment, the substrates and papers they can
print on, as well as some spectacular finishes
that add depth and texture to designs.”

CREAT IV E SP OT L IG H T

CEO, Zooka Creative
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The showpiece of the relationship was their Blue Line Brochure, a stunning self-publication
that showcases the latest in paper technology, design, and perspectives from industry
experts. This publication’s audience of commercial printers, publishers, and creative
professionals understand paper from pulp to print. But most importantly, research revealed
they all respect how paper connects with people.

sans serif

You just designed or printed a
killer direct mail piece, and life
is good. Okay, so your job is not
a solution for world peace or a
cure for cancer. Or…could it be? As
designers and printers, the work
you create plays an important
role in shaping our culture and
bringing about social change. The
packaging, magazines, collateral
and mailers that you create
every day contain messaging and
imagery that shape the lives of
people in ways we may not even
consider. But what if you could use
your industry talents to not just
do great work—but to do good?
Justin Ahrens knows it can be
done. In fact, he’s built his
business around it.
Justin Ahrens is a creative
director, author, speaker and
do-gooder who is highly regarded
as a thought leader in integrating
deeper meaning
into business
culture. He
is at the
forefront of
a movement
that recognizes

the importance of aligning
business, values and talent with
positive social change. Ahrens’
success at doing good while
doing good work has gotten the
attention of the communications
industry in a big way. Seems that
most of us want to be good, and
to do good, as is evidenced by
the crowds Ahrens draws when
speaking at landmark industry
events like Adobe MAX and HOW
Design Live.
Ahrens, who also serves on the
National Board for AIGA and heads
up the Design for Good initiative,
is part of a growing cultural shift
toward doing good in business
that spans many industries. More
and more companies are taking an
approach referred to as “shared
values” where they generate
economic value in a way that also
produces value for society. Tom’s
Shoes and Ben & Jerry’s are iconic
brands for implementing this type
of strategy, capturing their place
by standing for something
beyond sales.
“I feel that all of us on some
level get to a point where we are

Creative Spotlight

Scan this page
with the Layar app
to see a video with
Justin Ahrens.

JUSTIN AHRENS REWRITES THE RULES
FOR DOING GOOD WHILE DOING GOOD WORK

– Steve Decker,

Scan this page with the
Layar app to see a video
interview with Elyssa
Schmid and the team at
Capital One Canada

scratching our heads thinking,
OK, I’m going to spend a quarter
to a third of my life at work,”
Ahrens says. “Is what I’m doing
actually making some sort
of difference?”

Capital One Canada

Making a difference is a
fundamental part of his company,
Rule29. For Ahrens, incorporating
“good” into his business’ DNA is
nonnegotiable. Clients like MakeA-Wish Foundation, UNICEF and
Allstate reap the benefits of the
firm’s mission. Ahrens’ team
also rolls up their sleeves and
contributes sweat equity through
Wheels4Water, a cause project
Ahrens cofounded in 2013 to
help bring clean drinking water
to underserved areas in Africa.
“We’re investing our time to try
to make the world better, and that
is something that really matters
to us,” he notes. Not surprisingly,
the company’s tagline is “Making
Creative Matter®.”

INTEGRAL,
INSPIRATIONAL,

IN HOUSE.
>

“

To be in-house is
to be intelligent,
integrated,

Ahrens believes that doing good as
a company not only attracts the
right employees, but also generates
opportunities to engage with great
clients. “If good is part of your

insightful,

(CONT. PAGE 6)

“

inspiring, invested,

We want to make what we do

MATTER

and a built-in

i n t h e w o r l d.
Creative has the power to

Remember when an international corporate rebrand would be back page news? Those

UNVEIL
TRUTH
and help raise empathy.”

days are gone. Now, design is everywhere. In a time when individuals showcase their
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How to Use Your Powers for Good

resource.

own lives like well-maintained brands, manicuring each post with precision, actual brands

– Justin Ahrens

Wheels4Water is a special cause project Ahrens co-founded in 2013 to help bring clean drinking water to underserved areas in Africa.
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”

have to keep pace. That’s where in-house innovators, like Capital One Canada, come in.

E ly s s a S c h m i d

Get ready to have your eyes opened.

Senior Ar t Director at
Capital One Canada
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CAS E ST UDY: DOM T A R PAPER

S TAT I O N E R Y & C O R P O R AT E I D E N T I T Y

D O MTA R PA P E R R E B R A N D

Putting Brand
to Paper.
With the exponential rise of digital, Domtar Paper was in need of a brand refresh. They came to Tattoo
Projects for help writing the next chapter in their storied legacy. Our leadership team went straight
to the source, leading three intensive days of brand workshops at Domtar’s headquarters. This onsite
discovery garnered a fresh perspective—seeing Domtar Paper as more than a paper producer, but a vessel
for inspiration, creativity, and connection.

SCAN
T O WAT C H
VIDEO

BRANDING PRINT ADS
Working closely with Domtar’s team, we
constructed a brand foundation and strategy to
guide future communications across mediums.
The new brand resonates with printers,
educators, and wholesalers without
pigeonholing them into their professions.
It resonates with them as people who love
paper and are passionate about its possibilities.

TRAD ES H OW BOOTH
S WAG & A PPA R E L

CAS E ST UDY: DOM T A R PAPER

HUSKY® PRINTED
PROMOTION:

PRINTED PROMOTION

When it comes to selling
paper, the fine print matters.
After we elevated the Domtar paper brand, we distinguished the individual product
lines. Clearly differentiating the capabilities and ideal use for Domtar’s Cougar, Lynx,
and Husky paper. Each product line received its own brand standards, tone of voice,
and marketing material. This was a long overdue overhaul for both internal stakeholders
and customers.

WATCH A SUNRISE AND REVEL IN
ALL THE COLORS AROUND YOU.
THIS IS LUXURY.
Exploring, adventuring and discovering help us see the
world and those around us with a sense of living color.
The exceptional printing surface and bright white
shade of Cougar® create the optimal conditions for
gorgeous color. It holds colors like jewels, and provides
the perfect canvas for vivid, rich and flamboyant
displays of vibrant and dramatic hues.

LUXURY IS A STATE OF MIND.
To experience true luxury, all that is needed is a deep
sense of savoring, enjoying and indulging fully in a
moment. Take this moment, for instance. Feel the
paper you’re holding in your hands. Really feel it.
The velvety texture. The details that beg to be touched.
The weight that carries an undeniable importance.
Cougar® is our very best. Yes, it is made to the highest,
most exacting standards. But that’s not what makes it
luxurious. The true luxury is that it isn’t just paper.
It’s a conduit for bringing ideas to life.

COUGAR® PRINTED PROMOTION

The following are small excerpts from the brand documents we developed, but even with two sentences, you’ll
understand how Tattoo Projects appreciates the nuances of all our customers brands and product lines.

A WEALTH OF OPTIONS TO EXPLORE
EVERY POSSIBILITY.
THIS IS LUXURY.
When you print on Cougar®, you open a door to a world
that’s rich in incredible detail, vibrant color and beautiful,
authentic expression. With three finishes, two colors,
matching envelopes, an extended digital offering and a vast
array of sizes and weights, Cougar is a powerful way to share
your story in the most memorable and inspiring way.
It’s the finesse and the attention to detail that make Cougar
a star performer with a long-standing history among
premium papers. From 60 lb. Text to 160 lb. Double
Thick Cover options, Cougar can turn any project into a
luxury. Share your best Cougar printed projects with us
and you could be featured in our Gallery.
domtarblueline.com/galleries/submit-your-work

BEING ABLE TO PASS A
MOMENT OF LUXURY ON.
THIS IS THE GREATEST
LUXURY OF ALL.
The majesty of nature is one of the greatest gifts we
can give our future generations. Cougar® is a paper
you can feel good about because we actively participate
in the protection of the magnificence of our forests.
Creatives and printers who print on Cougar have
helped Domtar donate hundreds of thousands of
dollars to the World Wildlife Fund. This partnership
communicates that Domtar understands the value of
biodiversity, sustainability and equality. Cougar
is sourced from forests where endangered
species are protected, where workers are provided
with decent wages and where the rights of indigenous
people are respected.

Cougar, the premium line of paper best equipped for luxurious projects. It doesn’t just bring products to life
it gives them soul.
Lynx, the servant-leader brand that provides both value, premium performance, and can do a little bit of it
all. When Lynx paper is the customer’s house brand, most any project is possible.
Husky, versatile, reliable, strong. Husky has great strength, which guarantees that it will hold as much
ink as you need for your printing. This promises excellent and consistent printing results on both the
front and back side of the paper. Offering customers trouble-free printing and consistent performance.

COU GAR ® P R INTED
PR OMOTION
Fe a t ure i ng a g o l d sp o t f o i l
o n t h e c o ve r.

LY N X ® P R I N T E D P R O M O T I O N :
Featuring d ie cuts and s po t fo il printing techniques .

CAS E ST UDY: DOM T A R PAPER
WEBSITE REDESIGN

A Website
Worth Printing
Haptics are the sense of touch and motion. And it’s precisely what we challenged ourselves bring to the look and feel of
Domtar’s website. A website that you’d want to feel with your fingers. A digital experience that you’d want to cozy up with
and never put down. We built the website to create a sense of tangible intimacy with the visitor.
With that connection made, they were willing to spend a significant amount of time reviewing curated industry knowledge
on our blog, reviewing other designers work on the gallery, and most importantly, learning as much as possible about all
things paper.

RESPONSIVE
MOBILE DESIGN
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Paper Was the First
Social Media
Paper was one of the first inventions that connected people over distance and
time, so it was only natural that social media would connect fans of paper with
Domtar. As their social agency lead, we grew their social audience by 130%,
drove more than 38,000 engagements, and delivered more than
7.2 million impressions.

64%%
INCREASE

50%%
INCREASE

35%%
INCREASE

CAS E ST UDY: DOM T A R PAPER
D I G I TA L V I D E O S

Domtar Gallery, the
Pinnacle of Printing.
The Domtar Gallery is a place where the world’s most ambitious creatives and printers can put their work on display
both on paper and online. Published in a book, it can be appreciated in its original form. Online, it can be shared
and can inspire more viewers. Combined with video, the Domtar Gallery captures the audience’s imagination and
demonstrates how paper’s past and future of paper can be enjoyed in the present. Tattoo Projects turned the most
stand-out submissions into eight feature videos that both celebrated the work, and challenged the designers and
printers to step up their game and be featured in the next issue.

Sometimes in advertising and branding, the simplicity of our job can
be embarrassing. In the paper industry, selling is as simple as getting a
good swatch book in the right stakeholder’s hands. From concepting and
pitching to sourcing and procurement, these are the trusted reference
documents that every printer and designer will thumb through for every

THE PILLARS OF STRENGTH AND BEAUTY.

BACK COVER
6” X 9”

LYNXJET ®

STRENGTH

DIGITAL

SPINE
.75” X 9”

BRINGING TO FORM
6” X AN
9”IDEA BUILT ON

BECOME MESMERIZED BY THE
BEAUTY OF LYNX® WHEN PRINTING
THE MOST INTERESTING DETAILS.

LYNXJET ®

GIVES ANY
PROJECT
AN IDENTITY,
BACK
COVER

CREAM WHITE

SMOOTH & VELLUM

CAPTIVATING

CREAM WHITE

SMOOTH & VELLUM

ELEGANCE IN

THE WORKHORSE IN PAPER, LYNX®

DETAIL SO

DIGITAL

SPINE
.75” X 9”

SUPER SMOOTH

phase of a project.

SUPER SMOOTH

Swatchbooks
speak for
themselves.

LARGE OR SMALL JOBS, LYNX
CAN HANDLE THE TASK WITHOUT

LY N X ® S WAT C H B O O K
INSIDE SPREADS

vellum / 70 LB TEX T

S WATC H B O O K S

ENVELOPES

super smooth / 80 L B T E XT

ENVELOPES

COMPROMISING QUALITY.

